1a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
I know of an old man named Herbert,
Who's known around town as a pervert.
He searches the shops,
For girls in tight tops,
And stands there just too close for comfort.

1b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
The nun did her best to convert
A man whom they call a pervert.
She knows when he lies,
It's all in the eyes,
Her gaze they will always avert.

1c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
That nun did her best to convert
Young kids who the truth do pervert.
She knows when they lie,
And I'll tell you why,
Her gaze they will always avert.

1d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
I know of an old man named Herbert
Who always the truth tries to pervert.
I know when he lies,
It's all in the eyes.
At hiding it he is no expert.

2a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
The crew worked so hard for their paychecks
They thought they'd develop a complex
They went out for beer
In a bar by the pier
Then home to their wives in the projects.

2b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
There once was a young man named Rex
Who owned an apartment complex.
This wowed Rex's mother,
His sister and brother,
It earned him some large rental checks.

2c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
There once was a young man named Rex
whose theories were big and complex
This wowed Rex's mother,
his sister and brother,
and failed to bring in any checks.

2d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
The crew worked so hard for their paychecks
Their work was so terribly complex
They went out for beer
In a bar by the pier
Then home to their wives in the projects.

3a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
That man applies way too much hair grease.
A friend should suggest a big decrease.
If he's at the beach,
The oil will leach.
He soon will be hearing from Greenpeace.

3b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
Forgive me for stating my peace,
But you must commence a decrease
In foods that you eat,
Like sweets and red meat,
Or surely you'll soon be obese.

3c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
Forgive me for stating my peace,
Your appetite you must decrease.
If you don't cut back
On sugar and fat,
You surely will soon be obese.

3d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
That man applies way too much hair grease.
I think the amount he should decrease.
If he's at the beach,
the oil will leach.
He soon will be hearing from Greenpeace.

4a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
The Soviet spy is a suspect.
The case has but one major defect.
His girlfriend will swear
That he was not there.
But other than that it is perfect.

4b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
The Soviet spy they suspect,
Has plans with a major defect
His accent's too thick,
It won't do the trick,
The bad guys a ruse will suspect.

4c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
The Soviet spy they suspect,
Is planning quite soon to defect.
He closed his accounts,
Withdraw large amounts,
His family, they say, they'll protect.

4d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
The Soviet spy is a suspect.
I heard that he's planning to defect.
He closed his accounts,
Withdraw large amounts,
Adopting a mistrustful affect.
5a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent  
We once had a tiresome house guest,  
Who loved to read Birdwatcher's Digest.  
We teased and we joked,  
He was not provoked.  
He still thinks that birds are the greatest.

5b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent  
We once had a friend as a guest,  
Who loved to skim Reader's Digest  
We teased and we joked,  
He was not provoked.  
The stories, he said, are the best.

5c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent  
We once had a friend as a guest,  
Whose cooking we could not digest.  
We couldn't confess  
Our gastric distress.  
He still thinks his food is the best.

5d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent  
We once had a tiresome house guest,  
Whose humor was painful to digest.  
He thinks he's a riot  
But we have kept quiet  
He still thinks his jokes are the greatest.

6a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent  
The gymnast requested a recount  
Her score, she thought, rated no discount.  
The Austrian judge,  
He refused to budge.  
He said she had bungled her dismount.

6b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent  
He could not afford the amount,  
And asked for a modest discount.  
They told him no way  
And forced him to pay.  
It emptied his savings account.

6c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent  
He could not afford the amount.  
The invoice they would not discount.  
They told him no way  
And forced him to pay.  
It emptied his savings account.

6d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent  
The gymnast requested a recount  
She thought it was wrongful to discount  
Her score, but the judge,  
He refused to budge.  
He said she had bungled her dismount.

7a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent  
He tried not to get badly sidetracked.  
He needed some raspberry extract.  
But in the big shop,  
'Twas nary a drop.  
His fancy dessert plans were highjacked.

7b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent  
The recipe seemed quite exact.  
It called for some almond extract.  
It should be a treat,  
Just lovely to eat,  
But mud was its taste, that's a fact.

7c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent  
The recipe seemed quite exact.  
Some essence you had to extract.  
It should be a treat,  
Just lovely to eat,  
But mud was its taste, that's a fact.

7d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent  
He tried not to get badly sidetracked  
Some essence he wanted to extract  
But try as he might,  
No tactic worked right  
His fancy dessert plans were highjacked.

8a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent  
The city must safeguard the seaports,  
To save us from dangerous imports.  
With so many ships,  
There can be no slips.  
The tankers will all now need escorts.

8b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent  
The panel is set to report  
On how much we pay for imports  
It's just as they fear,  
Much more than last year.  
The council will surely retort.

8c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent  
The panel is set to report  
On how much the city imports  
It's just as they fear,  
Much more than last year.  
The council will surely retort.

8d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent  
The city must safeguard the seaports,  
Because of how much it now imports.  
With so many ships,  
There can be no slips.  
The tankers will all now need escorts.
9a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
The man who asked you for a consult
Was given a horrible insult.
So this is the end,
He won't ask again,
It seems that you can't be an adult.

9b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
That woman who likes the occult,
Will tolerate no more insults.
She wields some black magic
Whose outcome is tragic
With death a potential result.

9c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
That woman who likes the occult,
Is very unsafe to insult.
She wields some black magic
Whose outcome is tragic
With death a potential result.

9d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
The man who asked you for a consult
Is no-one you wanted to insult.
So this is the end,
He won't ask again,
It seems that you can't be an adult.

10a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
The teacher assigned them a project
To find an unusual object.
The parents said “Wait,
she's not thinking straight.”
The children think she is just perfect.

10b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
A woman that we might elect
Some say she's a risky object.
The voters say “Wait,
she's not thinking straight.”
Her candidacy we reject.

10c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
A woman that we might elect
Has views to which others object.
Some voters say Wait,
she's not thinking straight.
Her candidacy we reject.

10d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
The teacher assigned them a project
that forced many parents to object.
The parents said Wait,
she's not thinking straight.
the children think she is just perfect.

11a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
There once was an old man named Kermit,
Who hunted without any permit.
He wouldn't obey,
They sent him away.
Now he lives alone as a hermit.

11b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
There once was an old man named Britt
Who hunted without a permit.
He wouldn't obey,
They sent him away
To live all alone for a bit.

11c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
There once was an old man named Britt
Whose vices no wife could permit.
He wouldn't obey,
She sent him away,
To live all alone for a bit.

11d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
There once was an old man named Kermit
Whose gambling his wife would not permit.
He wouldn't obey,
She sent him away.
Now he lives alone as a hermit.

12a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
He couldn't hide all of his misdeeds,
But made off with all of the proceeds.
From charity giving,
He has made a living.
Some jail time is what this guy needs.

12b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
in light of the man's dirty deeds,
He won't receive any proceeds.
From charity giving,
He has made a living.
Some jail time is what this guy needs.

12c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
In light of the man's dirty deeds,
On Monday his trial proceeds.
I hope that the jury
Convicts in a hurry.
And I'd like to give him a nosebleed.

12d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
He couldn't hide all of his misdeeds
On Monday his retrial proceeds.
I hope that the jury
Convicts in a hurry.
And I'd like to give him a nosebleed.
13a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
There once was a young man named Ernest,
Who sponsored a violent protest.
When they asked him why,
He said, with a sigh,
“I wanted to open a wasp's nest.”

13b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
They put the man under arrest
For leading an angry protest.
He asked to be freed,
They said “no, indeed,
For you have severely transgressed.”

13c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
They put the man under arrest,
And gave him no time to protest.
He asked to be freed,
They said “no, indeed,
For you have severely transgressed.”

13d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
There once was a young man named Ernest,
Who rounded up people to protest.
When they asked him why,
He said, with a sigh,
“I wanted to open a wasp's nest.”

14a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
That basketball star's like a bloodhound.
He seeks out and catches each rebound.
He always plays tough,
But never too rough,
Although it's just hoops on the playground.

14b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
The basketball star turned around,
and caught an amazing rebound.
He always plays tough,
But never too rough,
And always the fans does astound.

14c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
The basketball star turned around,
and watched for the shot to rebound.
He always plays tough,
But never too rough,
And always the fans does astound.

14d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
That basketball star's like a bloodhound.
He waits for each jumpshot to rebound.
He always plays tough,
But never too rough,
Although it's just hoops on the playground.

15a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
I met an old friend who played baseball,
Who warned of a new safety recall.
With all of the noise
About lead in toys,
We're all better off playing stickball.

15b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
I met an old friend at the mall,
Who warned of a safety recall.
With all of the noise
About lead in toys,
I'm giving kids nothing at all.

15c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
I met an old friend at the mall,
Whose name I just could not recall.
I disclosed the gaff,
And we had a laugh.
She wasn't offended at all.

15d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
I met an old friend who played baseball,
But what his name was I can't recall.
He told me “No worry,”
And left in hurry.
He said he was late for a phone call.

16a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
Last year I created a stock fund.
And managed to get a big refund.
But now there's no question,
We're in a recession.
Investors are all being cautioned.

16b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
I have to admit I am stunned,
You didn't give me my refund
I soon will be broke.
To me, that's no joke.
You know that I really am bummed.

16c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
I have to admit I am stunned,
My payments you will not refund.
I soon will be broke
To me that's no joke
You know that I really am bummed.

16d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
Last year I created a stock fund.
The fees they would happily refund
But now there's no question,
We're in a recession
Investors are all being cautioned.
17a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
I read an unusual essay
'Bout how they conducted a survey.
The polsters, how rude,
Showed up in the nude.
I burned it right up in the ashtray.

17b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
A lovely young woman named Fay
Was asked to complete a survey.
She did not like visitors,
Above all, inquisitors,
She told them to just go away.

17c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
A lovely young woman named Fay
The future she liked to survey,
But something she saw,
Just stuck in her craw:
The date that she would pass away.

17d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
I read an unusual essay
Describing how folks tried to survey.
The polsters, how rude,
Showed up in the nude.
I burned it right up in the ashtray.

18a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
The cops have a negative affect
Concerning their most recent suspect.
Stay out of their hair!
They won't treat you fair.
Their treatment may well leave you abject.

18b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
The cops didn't try to protect
A recently collared suspect.
Stay out of their hair!
They won't treat you fair.
Who said they just serve and protect?

18c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
The cops didn't try to protect
The people they chose to suspect.
Stay out of their hair!
They won't treat you fair.
Who said they just serve and protect?

18d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
The cops have a negative affect
Toward people they manage to suspect.
Stay out of their hair!
They won't treat you fair.
Their treatment may well leave you abject.

19a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
A striking young woman named Rembrandt,
From Portugal, she was a transplant.
She hated our food,
And found us quite rude.
Her choice to live here she did recant.

19b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
A striking young dame named van Zandt,
From Spain was a recent transplant.
She hated our food,
And found us quite rude.
“I want to go home,” she would chant.

19c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
A striking young dame named van Zandt
Had roses she hoped to transplant.
They withered and died.
She cried, and she cried.
“Come back, little bloom,” she would chant.

19d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
A striking young woman named Rembrandt
Had roses she wanted to transplant.
They withered and died.
She cried, and she cried.
“Come back to me, my little houseplant.”

20a. Non-reduced/SW/consistent
To get to the local gym's squash court,
You must take municipal transport
It will take some time,
And is hard to find.
I'm happy to serve as your escort.

20b. Non-reduced/SW/inconsistent
The mafia tried to extort
The captain of public transport,
But he wouldn't pay,
And sent them away.
“Watch out!” was the mobster's retort.

20c. Non-reduced/WS/consistent
The mafia tried to extort
A man who had tried to transport
A shipment of drugs,
By sending some thugs.
“You'll pay!” was the poor man's retort.

20d. Non-reduced/WS/inconsistent
To get to the local gym's squash court,
Your gear should be ready to transport.
It will take some time,
And is hard to find.
I'm happy to serve as your escort.
21a. Reduced/SW/consistent
You must hear my story, your highness.
I have the young princess's address.
Arrive there at two,
She's waiting for you.
Just be sure to treat her with kindness.

21b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
My workspace is such a big mess.
I lost an important address.
I must mail a letter.
The sooner, the better.
Or else I will be in distress.

21c. Reduced/WS/consistent
My workspace is such a big mess.
My clutter I have to address.
I must mail a letter.
The sooner, the better.
Or else I will be in distress.

21d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
You must hear my story, your highness.
Your habits I find I must address.
It's not a good thing,
When our future king,
Behaves like a kiddie at recess.

22a. Reduced/SW/consistent
The guy who got lost on a flyby
Dropped all of his bombs on an ally.
For him it was tragic,
And not the least magic.
The enemy cheered at the bull's eye.

22b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
I know a young woman from Rye,
Who'd make such a lovely ally.
It would be quite groovy
To go to a movie,
Or chit-chat while eating some Thai.

22c. Reduced/WS/consistent
I know a young woman from Rye,
With whom I would like to ally.
It would be quite groovy
To go to a movie,
Or chit-chat while eating some Thai.

22d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
The guy who got lost on a flyby
Killed folks with whom we want to ally.
For them it was tragic,
And not the least magic.
Our friends shouldn't be in the bull's eye.

23a. Reduced/SW/consistent
I just saw a dog and a tomcat,
Engaged in some furious combat,
But I was surprised,
And then hypnotized,
When into the fray walked a wombat.

23b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
I witnessed a dog and a cat,
Engaged in some angry combat,
But I was surprised,
And then hypnotized,
When into the fray walked a rat.

23c. Reduced/WS/consistent
I witnessed a dog and a cat,
Who seemingly tried to combat
Whatever came down
To their end of town.
I told the two rascals to scat.

23d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
I just saw a dog and a tomat,
That we must be ready to combat,
Or else they will bite,
With all of their might,
Our sweet little domestic wombat.

24a. Reduced/SW/consistent
I heard someone say through the grapevine:
The farmer is driving his combine
To harvest the yields
Of all of his fields,
And have them all shipped on the rail line.

24b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
The farmer got caught drinking wine,
Then harvesting in his combine.
While this abdication
Will get him probation,
I don't believe he'll do hard time.

24c. Reduced/WS/consistent
The farmer got caught drinking wine,
And shotguns and booze don't combine.
While this abdication
Will get him probation,
I don't believe he'll do hard time.

24d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
I heard someone say through the grapevine:
That farmer is hoping to combine
His own garden's yields,
With those from my fields,
And have them all shipped on the rail line.
25a. Reduced/SW/consistent
I processed some prints in the darkroom
Of people I'd met on a commune.
They pray to the sun,
And have lots of fun,
And frolic like kids on the sand dunes.

25b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
I know some who worship the moon,
And live in a hippie commune.
They pray to the sun,
And have lots of fun,
And dance for the Solstice in June.

25c. Reduced/WS/consistent
I know some who worship the moon,
With nature they like to commune.
They pray to the sun,
And have lots of fun,
And dance for the Solstice in June.

25d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
I processed some prints in the darkroom
Of folks who just wanted to commune
On clothing-free seashores,
The Caymans, or Azores,
And frolic like kids on the sand dunes.

26a. Reduced/SW/consistent
If out in the mountains you backpack,
Your team must agree to this compact:
Don't cut down the trees,
Or bother the bees.
You don't want to make a big impact.

26b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
Before you head out with that pack,
Your team has to sign this compact:
Don't cut down the trees,
Or bother the bees.
We want to leave Nature intact.

26c. Reduced/WS/consistent
Before you head out with that pack,
Be sure that your gear is compact.
Don't cut down the trees,
Or bother the bees.
We want to leave Nature intact.

26d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
If out in the mountains you backpack,
Your gear must be basic and compact.
Don't cut down the trees,
Or bother the bees.
You don't want to make a big impact.

27a. Reduced/SW/consistent
We stayed in the woods at a campground,
Which wasn't too far from a compound
Where there was a crowd
That drank and was loud.
Their rudeness our party did dumbfound.

27b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
We got that old dog at the pound
He came from a private compound
But now he is sick,
Can do no more tricks,
And soon will be put in the ground.

27c. Reduced/WS/consistent
We stayed in the woods at a campground,
Our pleasure in nature to compound.
But there was a crowd
That drank and was loud.
Their rudeness our party did dumbfound.

27d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
We got that old dog at the pound
Our sadness will surely compound
For now he is sick,
Can do no more tricks,
And soon will be put in the ground.

28a. Reduced/SW/consistent
There was a young heroin addict,
Who ended up causing a conflict.
His auto was stopped,
And he shot a cop,
And now he's a federal convict.

28b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
My parents are being quite strict.
Our views are in open conflict.
They're making a rule,
That I go to school.
Their bossiness has me quite ticked.

28c. Reduced/WS/consistent
My parents are being quite strict.
Their wishes and mine do conflict.
They're making a rule,
That I go to school.
Their bossiness has me quite ticked.

28d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
There was a young heroin addict,
Whose habits and others did conflict.
His auto was stopped,
And he shot a cop,
And now he's a federal convict.
29a. Reduced/SW/consistent
The athlete who just failed a drugtest,
Will soon face a challenging contest.
His one last resort,
To take it to court,
By filing a certified protest.

29b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
The athlete who thinks he's the best
Just lost an important contest.
He'll need a fast pace
To win next week's race,
The key to fulfilling his quest.

29c. Reduced/WS/consistent
The athlete who thinks he's the best
Holds titles that others contest.
He'll need a fast pace
To win next week's race,
The key to fulfilling his quest.

29d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
The athlete who just failed a drugtest,
Is planning the charges to contest.
His one last resort,
To take it to court,
By filing a certified protest.

30a. Reduced/SW/consistent
Although that young man is an addict,
He really should not be a convict.
He needs some support,
It's better than court,
And jail time will cause too much conflict.

30b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
I think that the judge was too strict
In sentencing that young convict.
When freed from the jail,
He will, without fail,
Go back into crime, I predict.

30c. Reduced/WS/consistent
I think that the judge was too strict,
The jury too quick to convict.
When freed from the jail,
He will, without fail,
Go back into crime, I predict.

30d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
Although that young man is an addict,
I think that the judge shouldn't convict.
He needs some support,
It's better than court,
And jail time will cause too much conflict.

31a. Reduced/SW/consistent
In nothing but jeans and a t-shirt,
That man took a trip 'cross the desert.
He soon was quite beat,
Succumbed to the heat,
He wasn't a survival expert.

31b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
The fighting he tried to avert,
By running off through the desert.
He soon was quite beat,
Succumbed to the heat,
But happily came out unhurt.

31c. Reduced/WS/consistent
The fighting he tried to avert,
By choosing his squad to desert.
He soon was quite beat,
Succumbed to the heat,
But happily came out unhurt.

31d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
In nothing but jeans and a t-shirt,
A soldier his squad chose to desert.
He soon was quite beat,
Succumbed to the heat,
He wasn't a survival expert.

32a. Reduced/SW/consistent
I know of an elegant female
Her outfits lack no fashion detail.
She gave me advice:
I don't pay full price.
I buy all my clothing at wholesale.

32b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
There once was a woman named Gail
Whose fashion had every detail.
She gave me advice:
"I don't pay full price.
I buy all my clothing on sale."

32c. Reduced/WS/consistent
I know of an elegant female
Who wanted her car to detail.
A nice guy said he
Would do it for free,
And later they met for a cocktail.

32d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
There once was a woman named Gail
Who wanted her car to detail.
A nice guy said he
Would do it for free,
And later they went out for ale.
33a. Reduced/SW/consistent
There was a young woman whose nude dance
Made everyone flock to the entrance.
The men it drove wild,
Whenever she smiled,
But she says she's not seeking romance.

33b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
This gorgeous young woman from France
Made everyone jam the entrance.
Whenever she smiled,
The men all went wild.
She says she's not seeking romance.

33c. Reduced/WS/consistent
This gorgeous young woman from France
Would often the young men entrance.
Whenever she smiled,
The men all went wild.
She says she's not seeking romance.

33d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
There was a young woman whose nude dance
Would always the gentlemen entrance.
She drove them just wild,
Whenever she smiled,
But she says she's not seeking romance.

35a. Reduced/SW/consistent
There once was a crusty old recluse,
Who grew the most wonderful produce.
His lemons and limes
Were truly sublime,
And made the most wonderful fruit juice.

35b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
There simply is no good excuse
For failing to eat your produce.
Those veggies and fruits,
They really are beauts,
And yummy when made into juice.

35c. Reduced/WS/consistent
There simply is no good excuse
For failing to work and produce.
You say that you're tired,
But soon you'll be fired,
If you don't get off your caboose.

35d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
There once was a crusty old recluse,
Whose garden great harvests would produce.
His lemons and limes
Were truly sublime,
And made the most wonderful fruit juice.

34a. Reduced/SW/consistent
There once was a penniless peasant,
Who couldn't afford a nice present.
For so little yield,
He worked in the field,
And work there was really unpleasant.

34b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
There once was a clever young gent,
Who bought for his girl a present.
But then he got scared,
His speech was impaired.
She couldn't discern what he meant.

34c. Reduced/WS/consistent
There once was a clever young gent,
Who had a nice talk to present.
But then he got scared,
His speech was impaired.
And nobody knew what he meant.

34d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
There once was a penniless peasant,
Who went to his master to present
His gripes and complaints.
He showed no restraint.
The outcome was rather unpleasant.

36a. Reduced/SW/consistent
With all of their time spent at recess,
The children make no forward progress.
They won't be succeeding,
In writing and reading,
While working on physical fitness.

36b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
The efforts at peace, I confess,
Are making no forward progress.
I'm not at all sure,
We'll bypass a war.
The locals are now in distress.

36c. Reduced/WS/consistent
The efforts at peace, I confess,
Will simply no longer progress.
I'm not at all sure,
We'll bypass a war.
The locals are now in distress.

36d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
With all of their time spent at recess,
The children will soon fail to progress.
They won't be succeeding,
In writing and reading,
While working on physical fitness.
37a. Reduced/SW/consistent
I noticed a ruinous defect
In one of the candidate's projects.
If he can't explain,
He'll garner disdain.
The voters will find the man suspect.

37b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
The man we will likely elect
Endorses some wacky projects.
He says he's for change,
But I find him strange.
He doesn't yet have my respect.

37c. Reduced/WS/consistent
The man we will likely elect
According to what polls project
Proclaims he's for change,
But I find him strange.
He doesn't yet have my respect.

37d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
I noticed a ruinous defect
In what that new candidate projects.
He oftens looks dour,
And out-and-out sour.
The voters are finding him suspect.

38a. Reduced/SW/consistent
In a voice that was piercing and treble,
The serfs were inspired by a rebel.
Then facing the troops,
In small tight-knit groups,
They let fly a volley of pebbles.

38b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
The infantry failed to repel
The followers of the rebel.
They're tough to persuade,
As they're so well-paid,
With funds from the Juarez cartel.

38c. Reduced/WS/consistent
The infantry failed to repel
The fighters who want to rebel.
They're tough to persuade,
As they're so well-paid,
With funds from the Juarez cartel.

38d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
In a voice that was piercing and treble,
The leader urged peasants to rebel.
Then facing the troops,
In small tight-knit groups,
They let fly a volley of pebbles.

39a. Reduced/SW/consistent
There once was a young man named Eckerd
Who broke an old pole-vaulting record.
His star rose so fast,
But fame would not last.
It turned out his past was quite checkered.

39b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
The athlete won quite an award
For breaking the scoring record.
But we were confounded,
And really astounded;
The rest of the team was ignored.

39c. Reduced/WS/consistent
The athlete won quite an award
The cameras were there to record.
But we were confounded,
And really astounded;
The rest of the team was ignored.

39d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
There once was a young man named Eckerd
Whose pole-vaulting feats they did record
His star rose so fast,
But fame would not last.
It turned out his past was quite checkered.

40a. Reduced/SW/consistent
The judges must all watch the replay
To find out which team won the relay.
To my unskilled eye,
It looked like a tie.
The runners all wait on the raceway.

40b. Reduced/SW/inconsistent
A messenger came by today
To find out who won the relay.
To my unskilled eye,
It looked like a tie.
The runners all wait on the raceway.

40c. Reduced/WS/consistent
A messenger came by today;
A message he had to relay.
"Dear sir, please excuse,
But I have bad news:
Your grandmother has passed away."

40d. Reduced/WS/inconsistent
The judges must all watch the replay.
Results to the coach they will relay
To my unskilled eye,
It looked like a tie.
The runners all wait on the raceway.